Introduction

Increasing number of catalogers doing metadata work, as digital initiatives and repositories require more staff bandwidth. What do traditional catalogers need to know to be successful in metadata work?

Structure of presentation – talk about differences between cataloging/metadata, illustrate these differences by describing a case study in which we transformed over 9,000 records in Qualified Dublin Core to VRA.
Talk about our partnership
Carolyn has strong metadata knowledge/experience, Sean has strong technical skills
Partnership illustrates collaborative nature of metadata work
Traditional cataloging
• Bibliographic description in a MARC, AACR2/RDA environment

Metadata
• NISO definition, composed of descriptive, structural, and administrative (includes rights management and preservation) metadata
• Used in many different types of library systems and platforms. At UC, we have various metadata schemas in our Sierra ILS, DSpace repository, Luna repository, Hydra repository, Research Directory, etc.
• Will be talking about metadata projects mostly in the context of metadata transformations

As a cataloger, aren’t I doing metadata work already? Yes! Traditional catalogers work with descriptive and some administrative metadata.

Developing a baseline of knowledge of schemas, it’s not realistic to be an expert on all schemas, coding languages, etc. Collaborate with subject specialists and technical specialists as much as you can.

Metadata work involves having less control over description, authority, etc. (for example, your system for digital collections may not have authority control)
Voluminous:
In general, you’ll work with a higher number of records at one time. Metadata entry is likely to be done on an individual record level by student assistants or staff. Metadata librarians are involved with creating input standards, repurposing and transforming existing metadata.

Technical:
You’ll need to acquire technical skills to work with large batches of metadata. In particular, knowledge of scripting languages is important.

Collaborative:
Nature of the work is less insular than traditional cataloging. Greater collaboration between you and other departments (ex. At UC, I work with Tech Services, Archives and Rare Books, and Digital Repositories/Digital Collections).

Contextual:
Dealing with records in context with each other; often based on collection. You’ll need to make descriptive decisions that are consistent across collections. For example, what is the lowest common denominator of subject access for a collection?
Less controlled:

Metadata is often inputted by non-catalogers, which can lead to quality control issues. Digital repositories and digital collection platforms often have no functionality for authority control. You may also deal with legacy metadata that was created in less than ideal circumstances. Metadata work involves trying to create control in a fluid environment. However, metadata work can also be constrictive, since you’ll still need to work within the constraints of different schemas when mapping.
Prior to building the crosswalk, we felt it would be good to develop a strong mapping document, a "road map" for mapping.

Dealing with such a large set of records precludes manual one-by-one editing. With time constraints in mind, we needed tools that can affect reliable and uniform changes to the metadata. Building on a custom code library from previous tasks, we created a point and click tool to process the files.

Examining and comparing spreadsheets is made so much easier with ample screen space, shared time on dual monitor workstation helped review go smoothly.
LSTA grant to digitize images within a sub-collection of the *Register of Office Records of The City Engineer City of Cincinnati, 1851-1957*

Photographic prints, negatives, including unstable nitrate negatives

Images and metadata generated by contractor, reviewed locally, loaded and published in DRC.
Beautiful and candid images that show not only built world transformation, but also snapshot of every day life – children peaking out a window, workers taking a break, period interiors.
Project: add images and cross-walked metadata to local Luna Repository.
Luna repository generally geared toward image content for DAAP
Luna Repository uses VRA
Project: convert over 9000 Qualified Dublin Core records to VRA, load records and images to Luna repository
In preparation for the project, the metadata set was exported in XML/Qualified Dublin Core, separated into folders based on box assignment.
Mapping is an attempt to create a one to one framework between standards but each standard has its own structure/rules, which makes lossless mapping difficult.
Start with a mapping document that expresses one-to-one relationship as much as possible.

Create lowest common denominator subject access, because you won’t be able to do much hand editing with such high volume of records. This is an example of a difference between traditional cataloging and metadata work. Whereas in traditional cataloging you generally analyze by the piece (serials excluded), in high volume metadata work you are making more general collection-level subject assignments.

Mapping Challenges: VRA is much more granular than DC; dealing with legacy metadata/ descriptive policies; metadata may have been created by student workers, quality control issues, authority control issues.
Toolkit: Python, OpenOffice, Vim (or any good text editor)
CSV input files – created from DRC xml exports
Extra steps for working with Unicode (prefer OpenOffice Calc over Excel).

We created a clickable script to open DC.csv, parse, build, and output VRA.csv

The script uses a custom class for working with data by column. The class includes functions for frequently recurring tasks such as changing headers; adding, copying, inserting and deleting columns; as well as iterating through a column and editing field contents.

Initial development time was ~12 hours. ~2 hours more for tweaking/adjustments

Challenges – adding new fields based on other fields (new content to conform to VRA, terms from Getty, etc) Need clear and comprehensive mapping documentation.
Run script for each of ~50 files
Script maps existing data elements from Qualified DC to VRA as well as creates some VRA conforming elements, conditional on DC elements
Created validation scripts to check for errant or unexpected content as well as duplicate records for print versos

Challenge:
Bottlenecking with Luna software – significant time investment in upload images and metadata to Luna platform.

In addition to metadata and images, Luna uses independent linking document, a tab-delimited file that associates IDs for image and record.
Luna is a repository platform that offers tools for viewing and sharing images. Users can browse, zoom, crop and share images with ease. Searching is well supported with the finer granularity of VRA.

Follow-up work will include ingesting metadata for this collection into our discovery layer.
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Resources

- **Dublin Core**
  http://www.dublincore.org

- **VRA**
  http://www.vraweb.org/

- **Python**
  http://www.python.org

- **Unicode/character encoding**
  http://kunsttube.net/encoding/
Thank You!

https://github.com/crowesn/DC_to_VRA